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Functional requirements for information systems can be modeled through use cases.
Furthermore, use case models have been successfully used in broader contexts than
software engineering, as systems engineering. Even if small systems may be modeled
as a set of use cases, when large systems requirements are modeled with a plain use
case model several difficulties arise. Traditionally, the behavior of use cases has been
modeled through textual specifications. In this paper we present an alternate approach
based on interaction modeling. The behavior modeling has two variants (one for UML
1.x and one for UML 2.0). We also integrate our behavior modeling with standard use
case relationships.

1 INTRODUCTION
Use cases have been used as a mean of capturing the requirements of a software
system by several methods as Objectory [1], Catalysis [2] OML [3] or Unified Process
[4]. Use cases have also been used successfully in contexts broader than software
development, as systems engineering [5, 6, 7].
To model functional requirements as use cases, those requirements are represented as a set of use cases, where each use case is the specification of a set of
transactions between the system and the external actors, which yields an observable
result that is, typically, of value for one or more actors or other stakeholders of the
system [8].
However most techniques based on use cases do not easily handle the existence of
branches and loops in the the use case logic [9]. This is because interaction diagrams
are primarily oriented towards a simple, linear sequence of interactions between the
actors and the major classes of the system.
Use cases are an inadequately structured mechanism for representing functional
requirements of a system. However, some structuring mechanisms have been proposed such as the use of goals [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], use cases grouping, following
some clustering criteria (e.g. main actor or feature), into use case packages [4, 14],
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or the partitioning of the system into smaller collaborating subsystems [16].
Besides, UML offers two standard mechanisms for structuring use cases: extension and inclusion. These mechanisms may be used to share common behavior
between different use cases [8].
In this paper we present an alternate approach to use case textual specifications
based on interaction modeling. The proposed behavior modeling has two variants:
one for UML 1.x and another one for UML 2.0. The basic idea is the use of a combination of activity diagrams and interaction diagrams (UML 1.x) or an interaction
overview diagram (UML 2.0). Because few tools are currently available which fully
support UML 2.0 both variants are presented.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses different alternatives for
specifying use cases behavior; section 3 proposes a way of modeling use case behavior
with structured interaction models; section 4 studies the impact of standard use case
relationships on behavior models; section 5 presents a proposal for use case level
stereotypes; finally, section 6 summarizes the conclusions of this paper.

2 USE CASE SPECIFICATIONS
A use case is the specification of a set of transactions between the system and the
external actors, thus, it may be described in terms of the interactions between the
system and the external actors. In a use case specification the core element is the
events flow. Usually, the use case is described as a set of flow of events, where there
is one main flow of events (or basic path) and a set of alternative paths.
Typically, the use case specification is written in free text format [1, 10, 11,
4, 14], although some kind of structured text or formal specification may also be
used. However, the specification of individual use cases in natural languages, such
as English provides ample room for miscommunication and misunderstandings [9].
Some sort of structuring may be obtained by means of a swim lane diagram with a
lane for the system and a lane for each actor [17].
As an example, we show the textual description for the use case Withdraw Funds
for an ATM System.
The basic events flow for the use case Withdraw Funds is shown below:
1. The account holder identifies himself to the ATM.
2. The ATM requests the account holder authentication.
3. The account holder provides his authentication.
4. The ATM authenticates the holder’s identity with the holder’s bank.
5. The bank confirms the holder’s identity authentication.
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6. The ATM requests for an operation from the account holder.
7. The account holder selects the operation “Withdraw Funds”.
8. The ATM requests for an amount.
9. The account holder provides with an amount.
10. The ATM requests the holders’s bank for funds withdrawal authorization.
11. The holders’s bank authorizes the withdrawal.
12. The ATM provides a receipt.
13. The account holder takes the receipt.
14. The ATM releases the holder’s identification means.
15. The account holder takes his identification (if the identification was a physical
object).
16. The ATM dispenses the money.
17. The account holder takes the money.
We show the flow of events for Withdrawal denial due to insufficient funds as an
example of an alternate events flow:
1. The account holder identifies himself to the ATM.
2. The ATM requests the account holder authentication.
3. The account holder provides his authentication.
4. The ATM authenticates the holder’s identity with the holder’s bank.
5. The bank confirms the holder’s identity authentication.
6. The ATM requests the account holder to select an operation.
7. The account holder selects operation “Withdraw Funds”.
8. The ATM requests for an amount.
9. The account holder provides with an amount.
10. The ATM requests the holders’s bank for funds withdrawal authorization.
11. The holder’s bank denies the withdrawal due to insufficient funds.
12. The ATM notifies the account holder about denial.
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13. The ATM releases the holder’s identification means.
14. The account holder gets his identification (if the identification was a physical
object).
In UML, a use case may be formally specified using an interaction model, with
one object representing the system (as a black box) and one interacting object
representing every participating actor [18, 19]. Some work has been done in the
direction of deriving such interaction models from the textual specification [20].
Besides, use case paths [17] may be used for generating complete, unambiguous and
verifiable requirement specifications.
Using interaction diagrams (sequence or collaboration) for the specification implies the development of one diagram for the basic flow of events and one diagram
for each alternate events flow.
This approach presents several disadvantages:
• One interaction diagram is needed for every flow of events, even if they are
rather similar. The requirements engineer will be doing a repetitive work.
• A change in the use case specification may require the modification of a set
of interaction diagrams, repeating the modification in a each diagram. This
repetitive work is not cost-effective and it may lead to inconsistencies derived
from errors.
• In UML 1.x, modeling loops and alternatives in sequence diagrams is difficult.

3 MODELING USE CASE BEHAVIOR WITH STRUCTURED INTERACTION MODELS
As it was presented in the previous section, modeling each event flow of a use case
independently with an interaction diagram creates several problems. In this section
we present a general method for modeling use case behavior.
Although UML 2.0 has already been released, most tools currently support UML
1.x. Adoption of UML 2.0 by tools is not being as fast as it would be desirable.
That is why we present our solution customized for both UML 1.x and UML 2.0
The UML artifacts to be used are different in UML 1.x and UML 2.0. Any of
these two representations may allow the generation of textual specifications of the
use case from its behavior model. Automatic textual specifications may be useful
for interacting with users and other stakeholders with no or little understanding of
UML.
In the following subsections we describe our proposal for building the use case
behavior model for each version of UML.
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Figure 1: Activity diagram showing the flow of control for transactions of the use
case Withdraw Funds.

UML 1.x
UML 1.x refers to the full version 1 of the UML family (specially to versions 1.4 [21]
and 1.5 [22]).
UML 1.x capabilities to show alternate flows of control in a single diagram are
limited. Although selection is possible, it is only practical to use it for very simple
cases. It is not feasible to represent more complex ways of control (as loops)in a
sequence diagram.
Under UML 1.x, our proposal is to use a combination of an Activity Diagram
and a set of Sequence Diagrams. The activity diagram is used to specify the flow of
control for the transactions (conditional behavior, loops, parallelism, ...). Figure 1
shows an activity diagram describing the flow of control for the transactions in the
use case Withdraw Funds.
For every activity in the activity diagram, a sequence diagram is used to model
the transaction having place. Each of those diagrams has an object per actor and
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an additional object representing the whole system as a black box. Figure 2 shows
the interactions for activity Account Holder Identification.

Figure 2: Sequence Diagram showing the transactions for the activity Account
Holder Authentication.

UML 2.0
UML 2.0 provides a better way to represent the former example through Interaction
Overview Diagrams [8]. Interaction overview diagrams are a specialization of activity
diagrams where every node of a diagram contains either an inline sequence diagram
or an interaction occurrence. Figure 3 shows an interaction overview diagram for
the use case Withdraw Funds.
The use of Interaction Overview Diagrams allows the use of complex decision
structures and loops (using decision nodes), parallel actions (using fork and join
nodes) and timing information (using time constraints).

4 USE CASE STANDARD RELATIONSHIPS
Requirements for a simple system may be expressed as a set of use cases. But
having a plain use case model for more than 80-100 use cases makes it very difficult
to manage, so some structuring technique is needed in order to reduce its complexity
[14].
UML offers two standard relationships between use cases: inclusion and extension. Both relationships may be used to structure use case models. Following
subsections show how inclusion and extension relationships may be integrated with
the proposed use case behavior modeling. In section 5 we use this relationships for
6
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Figure 3: Interaction Overview Diagram showing the interactions for the use case
Withdraw Funds and the corresponding control flow.
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hierarchically structuring use cases. It must be remarked that a clustering mechanism (e.g. grouping by main actor, feature or subsystem) is complementary with
our approach.

Inclusion Relationship
An «include»relationship between two use cases means that the behavior defined in
the including use case is included in the behavior of the base use case [8]. That is, a
base use case explicitly incorporates the behavior of another use case at a location
specified in the base.
The include relationship is intended to be used when there are common parts of
the behavior of two or more use cases. These common parts are then extracted to
separate use cases, to be included by every base use case sharing these parts. The
relationship between Withdraw Funds and Authenticate Account Holder in Figure 4
is an example of inclusion relationship.

Figure 4: Use Case relationships for inclusion and extension.
Included use cases are not full use cases in the sense that an included use case
instance cannot happen by itself, but in the context of a base use case. In this
sense, an included use case may be classified as a subfunction or sub use case [14].
Moreover, an included use case does not provide a result of value to an actor.
In the following subsections we present our proposal for integrating inclusion
relationships and use case behavior modeling in both UML 1.x and UML 2.0.
UML 1.x
In UML 1.x, the control flow of the behavior is driven by the activity diagram. A
mechanism in order to indicate the inclusion of another use case is needed.
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We propose the usage of an stereotyped activity (stereotype «include») for the
inclusion of use cases. Activities Authenticate Account Holder, Select operation,
Release identification and Invalidate identification in figure 5 denote the inclusion
of use cases.

Figure 5: Activity diagram showing the control flow for transactions of the use case
Withdraw Funds with reference to included use cases and extension points.

UML 2.0
In UML 2.0, Interaction Overview Diagrams are used to specify use cases, an «include»relationship may be represented by an Interaction Occurrence. An interaction occurrence is a reference to another interaction (usually, another interaction
diagram). This is a common way to share portions of an interaction between several
other interactions [8].
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Figure 6: Definition of an interaction for Account Holder Authentication.
We propose the usage of interaction occurrences for the inclusion of use cases.
Figure 6 shows the definition of an interaction which is then included in the Interaction Overview Diagram of figure 7.

Extension Relationship
An «extends»relationship specifies that the behavior of a use case may be extended
by the behavior of another (usually supplementary) use case [8].
The extension takes place at one or more specific extension points defined in the
base use case. However, the base use case is defined independently of the derived use
case, and it is meaningful independently of it. The base use case defines its extension
points, where the behavior of the derived use case may happen optionally. In figure 4
the use case Withdraw Funds offers an extension point (Balance Information) which
is extended by use cases Show Balance on Receipt and Show Balance on Screen.
An extending use case typically defines a behavior that is not meaningful by itself
but in the context of the base use cases that it extends. An extending use case defines
a modular behavior increment that augments an execution of the extended use case
under specific conditions. When an extension is specified, the extension condition
and the extension point must be defined. In figure 4 the extension condition for use
case Show Balance on Receipt is paper output and the extension point is Balance
Information.
In the following subsections we present our proposal for integrating extension
relationship and use case behavior modeling in both UML 1.x and UML 2.0.
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Figure 7: Interaction overview diagram for the use case Withdraw Funds with extension point and inclusion of interactions.
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UML 1.x
In UML 1.x, the behavior’s control flow of the behavior is driven by the activity
diagram. A way for indicating a placeholder for the extension point is needed.
In the derived use case nothing is needed, as the required information is in the
«extends»relationship itself.
We propose the usage of a stereotyped activity (stereotype «extension point»)
for the definition of extension points. In figure 5 activity Show Balance Information
(stereotyped with «extension point») denotes an extension point.
UML 2.0
UML 2.0 does not offer a mechanism for specifying extension points in interaction
overview diagrams, as their primary intended usage is not the proposed in this paper.
We propose to usage a new kind of object node in interaction overview diagrams:
extension point. In Figure 7, object node Show Balance is an example of extension
point.

5 USE CASE LEVELS AND STEREOTYPES
Even if UML offers a set of standard stereotypes for use case relationships, the same
does no happen for use cases themselves. There are no standard stereotypes for use
cases. However, not all the use cases are at the same level of abstraction.
If definitions from Jacobson [1] or OMG [8] are interpreted in a strict way, the
abstraction level of a use case must satisfy two conditions:
• A use case must be started by some actor.
• A use case must provide a result of value for some actor.
We name use cases satisfying those conditions as actor level or user level use
cases.
As soon as standard use cases relationships are used, other abstraction levels
arise.
The use of the «include»relationship implicitly generates a new kind of use cases
at a lower level of abstraction. We call this the subfunction level (sometimes referred as sub use case, as mentioned early). Subfunctions do not need to satisfy the
abstraction level restrictions of use cases (i.e.: they do not need to be started by an
actor and they do not need to provide a result of value for some actor). Use cases
extending a base use case are also subfunctions.
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When the number of use cases scales up, some higher level structuring is necessary. One solution is grouping in use cases clusters, using use case packages. Using
this solution use cases are grouped attending to some clustering criteria such as
primary actor, feature, subject area or development team.
Another solution is to have use cases at a higher level of abstraction. This level
is usually mapped to the business process level in information systems development.
In systems engineering this level is referred as top-level use cases or system level
use cases [7]. It is important to note that the use of this level of abstraction is only
necessary when requirements are complex enough.
Thus, our proposal defines three stereotypes for use cases:
• «system level »: To be applied to system level use cases.
• «user level »: To be applied to user level use cases.
• «subfunction»: To be applied to subfunction use cases or auxiliary use cases.
Having a use case model structured by using the above mentioned stereotypes,
where each level consists only of use case of the immediate level may offer some
advantages. As an example of such advantages, we discuss the usefulness of those
stereotypes in the context of criticality analysis.

Use Case Levels and Criticality Analysis
Criticality analysis is a technique to find which are the more critical elements of a
system in terms of a set of factors. Criticality analysis may be applied to functional
requirements to find out which are the most critical functional requirements for the
mission of a system.
Criticality analysis of a complex use case model is not cost effective as the effort
needed to perform the analysis starts to be very high when every use case needs
to be analyzed. The objective must be to find the most critical use cases without
evaluating criticality for every use case of the system. In such cases, having a
structured use case model may help by allowing the application of the criticality
inheritance concept [23].
Criticality is computed firstly for the «system level »use cases, and then inherited in a top-down manner. In that way, every use case starts having a criticality
estimated value which is an upper bound for its actual criticality value.
Criticality analysis at the «user level »is only performed for those «system level »use
cases with criticality above a defined threshold. This process is again applied from
«user level »use cases to «subfunction»use cases.
If criticality analysis needs to be cost effective, a hierarchical structuring mechanism is needed. The approach proposed in this paper provides such a hierarchical
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structuring mechanism. For more information about criticality analysis of use cases
see [24].

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a way of formally specifying use case behavior both
in UML 1.x and UML 2.0.
For UML 1.x the behavior of a use case is modeled by an activity diagram driving
the control flow for the interactions. For every activity in the activity diagram a
sequence diagram is used to model the transactions having place. Each of those
diagrams has an object for each actor and one more object representing the whole
system as a black box. When a use case includes another use case, it has to be
specified in the behavior model. The proposed activity stereotype «include»is used
for this purpose. When a use case has an extension point, the behavior model needs
to specify the place where the extension point takes place. The proposed activity
stereotype «extension point»is used for this purpose.
In UML 2.0 the behavior of a use case is modeled through an Interaction Overview
Diagram by having a lifeline for each actor plus one more object representing the
whole system as a black box. When a use case includes another use case, an interaction occurrence is used. The interaction occurrence references the interaction model
of the included use case. When a use case has an extension point, the new object
node extension point is used as a placeholder for extensions.
Finally, we have presented a set of three stereotypes for use cases allowing an
hierarchical structuring mechanism for complex use case models.
Future work in going on to develop a UML metamodel for use case specifications
so that it is possible to have a UML profile for use case specifications. Work is also
going on to automatically generate textual specifications based on use case behavior
models.
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